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Foreword 

What exactly does today’s budget hotel industry involve? What are the characteristic features of a 

budget hotel? Since our first Budget Report was published in 2009, the budget hotel industry in 

Germany has undergone far-reaching changes. The classic budget hotel has all but vanished, 

while the segment has become highly diversified and individual. Clear-cut classification into the 

categories of Low-Budget, Budget, Economy and Mid-Class is increasingly complex. Some 

brands and hotel products that reflect the original features of budget hotels – such as efficient use 

of space, room sizes and limited extent of services on offer – are distancing themselves from the 

“budget” tag, preferring to focus on attributes like lifestyle, design and compact luxury. Other 

brands use the “low-budget” label to describe products that border on mid-class. 

The following report presents an overview of the broad spectrum of the budget hotel industry, 

based on the results from an extensive survey of hotel companies that already operate in Germa-

ny or are planning to launch there as part of expansion strategies. In addition to the similarities 

and differences between the various budget hotel brands and general industry trends, the report 

focuses on the results structure of these brands, complemented by articles by a range of stake-

holders in which they describe their views of developments in the industry. 

Special thanks to all participating hotel brands and to our guest authors, Eric van Dijk, Edgar 

Lichter, Reiner Nittka and Chris-Norman Sauer, Martin Schaller and Michael Verhoff. 

We hope you enjoy reading the Report and will be happy to hear any queries or suggestions you 

may have. 

Munich, March 2016 

The PKF Munich Team  

          PKF hotelexperts GmbH 

Maximilianstrasse 27 
80539 Munich, Germany 

Telephone +49 (0) 89 29032201 
Fax +49 (0) 89 29032222 

E-mail research@m.pkf.de 
Internet www.pkfhotelexperts.com  
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Method 

Our empirical analysis is based on a written survey in the form of a questionnaire of selected ho-

tel brands in the budget / limited-service hotel industry sector. Based on market analysis, the 

questionnaires were sent out to 94 brands in July 2015. A total of 27 brands took part, equivalent 

to a response rate of approx. 30 %. 

The questionnaire spans 39 quality- and quantity-based questions on the topics of Concept, 

Guest Structure, Rooms and Service, Expansion, Investment, and Prospects and Trends. Sec-

tion 1 and 2 present, evaluate and analyse the hotel brands’ responses to the surveys. 

The information in this publication was collated from the following sources: 

 Non-confidential written and verbal information from hotel companies (information given in 

questionnaire, brochures, websites or directly) 

 Specialist and trade publications 

 Hotel brochures, hotel information/websites 

 State and national statistics offices 

 PKF Database 

 Other online research 

Information received by us or other companies in the PKF network under consultancy assign-

ments is strictly confidential and was therefore naturally excluded from this report. 
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Disclaimer 

The content of this publication produced by PKF hotelexperts GmbH is under copyright protec-

tion. Any and all use is subject to applicable copyright and intellectual property laws. The content 

of this report is intended solely for personal or otherwise private use. The data and information 

contained herein may not be reproduced and, specifically, may not be transferred to third parties, 

redistributed in electronic or any other form, publicly reproduced or republished. In case of doubt 

written permission must be obtained from PKF hotelexperts GmbH. 

Users may only copy or print out the content for personal non-commercial use after ensuring that 

the documents have not been changed or falsified and that PKF hotelexperts is named as the 

source. Infringement of the terms of copyright law may be open to criminal charges and will be 

vigorously pursued by us. We also reserve the right to file compensation claims. 

The published data is updated at regular intervals. However, we accept no responsibility for the 

correctness of the information. All information published in this report was obtained to the best of 

our knowledge. This publication makes no claim to completeness. 

The data of this publication must not be used as a basis for investment decisions. If consulting 

services are desired for this purpose, a written consultancy agreement to this effect may be con-

cluded between the user of the information and PKF hotelexperts GmbH. 
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2 Results of our empirical analysis 

2.1 Preliminary remarks 

The following section presents the results from our survey of hotel companies, subdivided into 

Concept, Guest Structure, Rooms and Service, Expansion, Investment and Prospects. 
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Over half the participating hotel brands1 are based in Germany, followed by approx. 22 % in 

France and 7 % in the USA, as the following chart shows: 

Chart 6  Countries of origin of the hotel brands 

 

 

  

                                                      

1 In this report, “participating hotel brands” refers to the respondents to the respective ques-

tion(s) 
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2.2.3 Segmentation and classification 

In the survey, hotel brands were asked to classify their own brands in the Low-Budget, Budget, 

Economy, Mid-Class or Other categories. The survey also recorded whether the brands were 

categorized by the German Hotel and Restaurant Association, DEHOGA. As in 2011, the pro-

portion of categorized and non-categorized brands remained relatively similar. 

The following diagram assigns the participating brands to hotel categories: 

Chart 10  Categorization of budget brands, overview 

 

As the diagram shows, around 32 % are in the (Low-) Budget category and 32 % in Economy, 

while a further 19 % position themselves in the Mid-Class category. Around 16 % did not classi-

fy themselves in any of the stated categories. 
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2.3.3 Guests’ countries of origin 

The following chart shows the countries of origin of overnight guests in the budget hotels sur-

veyed: 

Chart 20  Guests’ countries of origin 

 

On average, over half the guests at the budget hotels surveyed are from Germany (65 %), with 

the rest of Europe as the second most important source market (26 %). Non-European coun-

tries play a minor role and account for only 9 %. 
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The average minimum ground floor area for a 120-room hotel is thus approx. 450 sqm. 

2.5.3 Location criteria 

Selection of a location is a critical factor for the success of a hotel. The following chart shows 

the locations most favoured by the budget hotel brands we surveyed: 

Chart 31  Preferred locations for budget hotels 

 

Although hotel companies continue to favour A locations, B locations are also popular. 

As we noted in 2011, city centre locations are preferred. Important criteria for selecting locations 

are no longer limited to good access by car – as was the case in the past when the first budget 

hotels were located near motorways – but today also include public transport connections and 

shortest possible distance from the city centre. 

The survey asked hotel brands to rate the relevance of individual location factors in the selec-

tion of a new hotel location. 
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Modern in-room technology and increasing brand awareness were identified as trends. In addi-

tion, around 65 % of our surveyed hotel brands noted a tendency to increased individuality in 

the sector (aligned to the location) and almost half of our respondents pointed out further differ-

entiation in the form of niche offers. However, virtually no brands perceived signs of market sat-

uration or of increasing competition from private suppliers in their sector. 

2.7.2 Market potential and growth opportunities 

With an eye to the future, the majority of our respondents believe their industry sector has high 

market potential in the future, with particular growth in primary and secondary cities in Germany. 

In addition to primary locations like Berlin, Munich, Hamburg and Cologne, the budget hotel 

brands also see growth opportunities in secondary locations such as Stuttgart. 

A similar picture emerges with respect to the respondents’ stated hotel projects: 

Chart 40  Main markets for budget hotel brand projects 
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PKF hotelexperts GmbH 

Maximilianstrasse 27 

80539 Munich, Germany 

Telephone  +49 (0) 89 29032201 

Fax  +49 (0) 89 29032222 

E-mail  research@m.pkf.de 

Internet www.pkfhotelexperts.com 

Contact: Ulrike Schüler | Ulf Templin – Managing Partners 

 

Part of the worldwide PKF network, PKF Munich is an internationally recognized market leader in 

the field of hotel consulting. 

PKF is among the world's major public accounting and consulting organisations and is represented 

throughout the world, with by 2,600 partners at 440 locations in 150 countries. Founded 80 years 

ago, PKF was the first company to offer consulting services for the hospitality industry. Our unique 

combination of auditing and hotel consulting expertise provides the basis for our hallmark service 

quality and reliability. We deliver independent advice based on realistic assumptions and 

evaluations. 

 

PKF hotelexperts GmbH, Munich is a member of PKF International Limited, a network of legally independent member firms. 

PKF hotelexperts GmbH, Munich does not accept any responsibility or liability for the actions or inactions on the part of any 

individual member firm or firms. 
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